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A tile laying game for 2 to 8 players, by klaus-Jürgen Wrede. Ages 13 and up.
Carcassonne, the world-famous French city, known for its imposing fortifications erected 
during the Antiquity and the Middle Ages . This fortress, surrounded by magnificent walls, 

still stands today as one of the most unique French cities . 
In this game, players must develop the area around Carcassonne . They will place their followers 

onto roads, and into cities, monasteries and fields . Only those who make the most judicious 
placements will gain the points required to win the game .

City sections BannerBack of the Start tile

Back of  
other tiles

Field sections Crossroads

Monastery

Road 
sections

Game overview
On their turn, players place one tile. This is how roads, cities, monasteries, and fields will be created, one tile at a 
time. To score points, players will need to place followers on these tiles. Points are scored throughout the game and 
at the end of the game. After the final scoring, the player who scored the most points is the winner.

Game setup
The Start tile is placed faceup in the center of the table. Shuffle the other tiles and place them in 
various facedown stacks to allow easy access for every player. Place the scoreboard close to the edge 
of the table to give players enough room to play their tiles in the middle of the table. Each player 
takes the 8 followers of his color and puts one (called marker thereafter) on the space numbered 
0 of the scoreboard (it is the space located in the lower right-hand corner). Each player then keeps 
their remaining 7 followers in front of themselves: this is their personal supply. Players choose how 
the first player is designated, or simply let the youngest player begin.

Each follower can become a thief, a knight, 
a monk, or a farmer. 
Each player will use one of their followers 
as a score marker.

•  1 scoreboard 
To keep track of  
the players' scores.

• 1 rulebook

Game components
•  72Land tiles  

(including 1 Start tile with a darker back) show-
ing roads, cities, fields and monasteries. 

•  64 followers in 8 colors: 

Front side of 
the Start tile

*Note: Many of the base game tiles (tiles without an 
expansion marker) are marked with a Wheel of 

Fortune symbol: ,  or . If you wish to play 
the base game without the Wheel of Fortune rules 
(found on page 14), simply ignore these markings.
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Blue can only 
place a farmer 
in the field or a 
monk in the 
monastery since there already is a thief on 
the continued road.

Blue can 
place his 
follower as 
a thief or a 
farmer. He cannot place a knight in the city 
since there already is a knight (even if it is his). 

Playing the game
Players take their turn one after the other, starting with the first player and then proceeding clockwise: on their 
turn, a player must do the following actions and follow the order listed below:

 1 . Draw and place one new Land tile .
 2 . Then, the player can take one of his followers from his supply and put it on the tile he has just placed.
 3 . If by placing a Land tile one or more roads, cities, and/or monasteries are completed, these features are  

       scored immediately.  
The player's turn is now over and the next player takes her turn by following the same rules.

 1. Placing land tiles
At the beginning of their turn, a player must draw one of the facedown Land tiles. He looks at it and shows it to the 
other players (allowing them to "help" him). Then, he places that tile on the table according to the following rules:
• The new tile (the one with a red border in the examples) must be placed in such a way that at least one of its sides 

touches one of the previously placed tiles. The new tile cannot only be connected by a corner.
•New tiles must always continue fields, cities and/or roads.

The new tile continues the road 
and field sections.

The new tile continues 
the city section.

One side of the 
new tile 
continues the 
city and the 
other continues 
the field.

This placement is 
not allowed.

or or or

thief

on a road 
section

knight

in a city 
section

monk

in a monastery

farmer

in a field.
Lay down your 

farmers!

here
or
here

In the rare circumstance that there is no legal place-
ment for a tile, the tile is removed from the game and 
the player draws a new tile.

 2. Placing new followers
Once a player has placed her tile, she can put one of her followers on that tile according to these rules:
• A player may only place 1 follower per turn.
• The player must take the follower from her supply.
• The player may only put the follower on the tile she has just placed.
• The player must choose where she will place her follower. As such, the follower can become a…

•  The player may not place her follower on a road, in a city or in a field if that section is connected to another 
tile where there already is a follower (no matter which player owns that follower). 
For example:

If a player has placed all of his followers, he keeps placing one tile each turn. A player is never allowed to retake one of his 
followers from a tile. However, a follower is returned to its supply when the road, city or monastery it occupies is scored. 
Then, the player's turn is over . After, in clockwise order, the next player takes his turn, followed by the next one, etc . 
IMPORTANT: If, after placing a tile, one or more roads, cities and/or monasteries are completed, they are immediately 
scored before the next player's turn.

(We suggest 
playing with-
out farmers 
during your 
first game.)
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 3. scoring completed roads, cities and monasteries

Red scores 4 points. Red scores 3 points.

50/100 Point tiles
These tiles allow players to keep track of their score once they have collected more than 
50 points. When a player first passes space 50 of the scoreboard, he takes a Point tile 
and puts it in front of himself, side “50” faceup. If this same player passes space 50 a 
second time, he flips his Point tile, side “100” faceup. In 2-player games, it is very likely 
that either or both players will go around the scoreboard more than twice during the 
game; if this occurs, the player simply takes another Point tile and puts it side “50” 
faceup in front of himself.

With some clever tile placements, it is possible 
to connect road and city sections, resulting in 
a road with more than one thief or a city with 
more than one knight.  
The player with the most thieves or 
knights scores the totality of the points . 
In case of a tie, the tied players each score 
the points .

Red scores  
9 points
(the monastery 
tile itself and  
the 8 surrounding 
tiles).

 A comPleted monAsteRy
A monastery is complete when it is 
surrounded by tiles. The player who owns 
a monk in a completed monastery 
scores 9 points . (1 point per tile, including 
the tile with the monastery). 

Another example of followers occupying the same 
feature can be found on page 8 .

WhAt if theRe ARe moRe thAn one folloWeR on A comPleted RoAd oR city? 

Blue and Red 
both score 
10 points for this 
city (made out of 
5 tiles) since they 
have one knight 
each in that 
completed city.

The new Land 
tile connects 

the city 
sections to 
create one 
larger city.

Red scores 8 points  
(3-tile city and 1 banner).

Red scores 8 points 
(4-tile city and no 
banners).

When 2 city sections 
are on the same tile, 
it is still worth only 
2 points since it 
counts as 1 tile.

 A comPleted city
A city is complete when it 
is surrounded by walls  
and there are no gaps in 
the walls or the city. There 
can be any number of 
sections in a city. 

A player who owns a knight in a completed city  
scores 2 points per tile in the city (count the tiles 
and not the sections) . Each banner in the scored 
city also gives the player 2 points . 

 A comPleted RoAd
A road is complete once 
both ends of the road 

are connected to a crossroad, a city section, a monastery or 
the road loops onto itself. There can be any number of road 
sections between both ends.
A player who owns a thief on a completed road scores 
1 point per tile used in the completed road (make sure 
that you only count the number of tiles, since a single tile 
can be used for more than one section of the road) . 
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By placing this new tile, 
the three fields become 
one single field where 
each player has one 
follower.
Note: The player who 
placed this new tile 
cannot put a new farmer 
in the field since there 
already is at least one 
farmer (three in this case) 
in the connected fields.

 folloWeRs Go bAck into theiR PlAyeR's suPPly
After scoring a road, a city or a monastery – and only then – the followers used in the scoring are 
returned to their player's supply. These returned followers may become thieves, knights, monks and 
farmers during the following turns.

It is possible for a player to place a follower, score a road, a city 
or a monastery and see this same follower return into their 
supply on the same turn . The order must always be as follows:

   1.  Complete a road, a city or a monastery with the new tile.
   2.  Place a thief, knight or monk.
   3.  Score the completed road, city or monastery.
   4. Return the thief, knight or monk to its supply.

Red scores 
4 points.

Red scores 
3 points.

 the fields 
Connected field sections create a larger field. Fields are not scored during the game. Players are allowed to place farmers 
into a field section, but those are only scored at the end of the game. A farmer remains in the field where it is 
placed until the end of the game and is never returned to its player's supply! (To show this, lay the farmer on the 
tile instead of placing it standing up.) Fields are separated from one another by roads, cities, and the edge of the 
board. (This is particularly important during the final scoring!)

Game end
When a player places the last tile, the game ends after his turn. Then, players proceed with the final scoring.

final scoring

Blue scores 3 points 
for the incomplete 
city in the lower 
right-hand corner. 

Green scores 8 points for the 
large incomplete city to the 

left. Black scores nothing as 
Green has more knights than 

her in the city.

Red scores 3 points for the 
incomplete road.

Yellow scores 
5 points for the 
incomplete 
monastery.

During the final scoring, incomplete roads, 
cities or monasteries are scored . A player who 
has a follower on an incomplete road, city or 
monastery scores 1 point per tile. For cities, 
each banner is also worth only 1 point. In 
case of a tie, use the same rules as for 
completed features. Once a feature is scored, 
return the follower to its supply. This should 
prevent any potential mistakes during the final 
scoring. 

 scoRinG incomPlete cities, RoAds oR monAsteRies

All three farmers have 
their own field. The road 
sections and the city 
divide the field into three 
distinct fields.

(We recommend playing without farmers, and therefore without field scoring, during your first game.)
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In this example, 
Red and Yellow 
both have 
2 farmers and 
score 6 points 
each (3 points 
each for cities 
A and B). Blue 
scores 3 points 
for city A with 
his farmer in the 
field in the top 
left-hand corner.

Red owns the large 
field since he has the 
most farmers. He 
scores 6 points (3 for 
each city, A and B). 

Yellow does not have the most 
farmers in this field and scores 
no points.

Blue owns the small 
field. He also scores 
3 points for city A.

 scoRinG fARmeRs

•When scoring farmers, only completed cities are counted.
•A farmer must be in a field that touches one or more completed cities. The distance between the farmer and a city 

does not matter.
•For each city that the field touches, the player with the most farmers in that field scores 3 points. The size of the 

city does not matter. If some players are tied for the most farmers, they each score the points for that field.
•A field is only worth points if it touches at least one completed city. More than one field may touch and score the 

same city. Each field is scored by following the rules above. 

Detailed examples of field scoring

Once all the fields have been scored, the final scoring and the game are over. 
The player with the most points is the winner .  

In case of a tie, play another game to determine the winner!

Blue scores 
9 points. 
(6 points for 
the upper 
farmer and 
3 points for 
the lower one.)

Blue scores 
6 points. Red 
scores 3 points. 
No one scores 
points for the 
incomplete 
city.

Blue scores 3 points for city A.

An additional example on field scoring can be found on page 8 .

Shows the order in which the tiles are placed.X 

(We recommend playing without farmers, and therefore without field scoring, during your first game.)

1 5

2 6

3 4b

A5

4

1

2

3 b

A
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moRe eXAmPles foR scoRinG fARmeRs

Here is another example for scoring farmers (followers placed in fields). The full explanation for scoring farmers can 
be found on page 7 of the rules, under scoRinG fARmeRs. 

= last tile placed

Field 1:  Blue is alone in Field 1. This field touches 2 completed cities (A and B). Blue scores 3 points for each city  
(no matter the size), for a total of 6 points. 

Field 2:  Red and Blue both have 1 farmer in Field 2. Both players score 3 points per completed city (of which 
there are three: A, B and C). Thus, Red and Blue both score a total of 9 points for Field 2.

Note:  Cities A and B touch both Field 1 and Field 2. As such, for these cities, Blue gains points in Field 1 and both Red 
and Blue score points in Field 2. The city in the lower left-hand corner is incomplete and is not worth any points.
Field 3:  Yellow is the sole player to score Field 3 since she has more followers than Black. There are 4 completed 

cities touching Field 3, so Yellow scores 12 points.
Note about field demarcations: Fields are separated from one another by roads and cities as well as the edge  
of the board.

hoW cAn moRe thAn one folloWeR occuPy the sAme field?

Turn 1: Blue puts a farmer in the 
field. 
Turn 2: Red places a tile diagonally 
adjacent to the one that Blue has 
just placed. Red can put his farmer 
in the illustrated field since both 
fields are not connected at that time.
Turn 3: The two fields are now 
combined into a larger field. 
There are now two farmers in the 
same field. Using similar tactics, it 
is possible for two thieves to be 
on the same road or two knights 
to be in the same city.

Turn 1 Turn 3

Corners never 
connect tiles! 
Here, the fields 
are not  
connected.Turn 2

b

c

A

field 3

field 2

field 1
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 A comPleted RoAd

Inn by the lake (6 tiles)
If there is at least one inn on a completed road, a thief that is present on that road will score 
2 points (instead of 1) per road section (number of tiles). However, if it is not completed at the end 
of the game, the road will not be worth any points.

Blue scores 6 points.

If this city is not completed for the 
final scoring, Blue will score 0 points.

Blue scores 6 points. If this road is not completed 
for the final scoring, Blue 

will score 0 points.

Blue scores 24 points. 

Additional components:
• 18 new Land tiles (marked with )    •8 large followers (1 per color)
Rule changes

 1. Placing land tiles
The new Land tiles are played like the other ones.

Some tiles have specific visual features . 

The monastery 
separates the road 

into 2 separate road 
sections.

This tile has  
4 distinct city 

sections.

The crossroad 
separates the road 

into 2 separate road 
sections.

No 
follower 
may be 
placed on 
either of these 
(purely 
cosmetic) road 
segments.

The inn only affects 
the road section on 

the right.

This tile placement 
separates the field 

in two.

inns & cathedrals about 15 minutes longer

 2. Placing new followers

Instead of placing a regular follower, a player may decide to place their large  
follower. 
Although it is placed in the same manner as a regular follower, it counts as 
2 regular followers when scoring a feature (road, city, field).
After scoring a completed feature, the large follower returns to its owner's 
supply like a regular follower, and may be used again on a following turn. If a 
player places their large follower as a farmer, it remains a farmer until the end of 
the game, just like a regular follower.

Only Blue receives the  
3 points for this 
completed road.

 A comPleted city 

The Cathedral (2 tiles)
If there is at least one 
cathedral in a completed 
city, a knight that is present 
in that city will score 

3 points (instead of 2) per section 
(number of tiles) and banner in that 
city. However, if it is not completed at 
the end of the game, the city will not be 
worth any points.
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Effect: When a player places a tile that continues the road or the city with his builder, that player gets a double 
turn. This means that the player continues his turn (placing a follower and scoring), and then draws a second tile 
on which he can place another follower, after which there can be another scoring. That player’s turn is then over.

1) Place a thief during one turn.
2) Place a builder during another turn.
3a) On a following turn, continue the road... 
3b) which allows you to draw a 2nd tile and place 

it as usual.3b) 2n
d tile

 1) 2) 3a)

•  A player cannot play more than two turns in a row. As such, if the player continues his builder’s road with his 
second tile (during his double turn), he will not get a 3rd turn. 

•  As long as the road is not completed, the builder stays in place and will allow the player to obtain double turns 
when he continues that road. When the road is completed and scored, the player returns his thief and builder to 
his supply.

•  If a builder finds itself without a follower of his color on the road, because the associated thief was removed from 
the board in some way, the builder is immediately returned to its owner’s supply. 

•  During a double turn, the player can place followers on one or both tiles. If the player completes the road where 
the builder is present with his 1st tile (the thief and the builder return to their supply), the player can place his 
builder on the 2nd tile played.

• There can be any number of builders in a feature.
•  Any rule that applies to roads also applies to cities. Simply change the words road and thief to city and knight. 

Additional components:
• 24 Land tiles (identified with      )    • 20 Goods tokens (9 Wine, 6 Wheat, 5 Fabric)
• 8 builders and 8 pigs (1 of each per color)

Rule changes
 1. Placing land tiles

The new Land tiles are played like the other ones.
Some tiles have specific visual features. 

The monastery cuts the 
road and the field into 
3 sections.

This tile features 3 distinct 
city sections.

The bridge is not a crossroad. One road is going from left to 
right and the other from the top of the tile to the bottom. The 
fields are separated by the bridge. The tile on the left shows 4 
field sections, and the one on the right has 3.

One road ends at the city and  
the other at the small cottage.

 2. Placing the new wooden pieces
Players can now place a builder or a pig. A player places one or the other instead of a normal follower.  
The following rules must be observed.

 the buildeR

Placing a builder: A builder may only be placed on a tile that continues a road or a city where that player already owns a 
follower. Thus, a player must first place a follower onto a road or into a city, then continue that feature with another 
tile to finally be able to place his builder there.
• The road or the city in which the builder is placed may already contain thieves, knights and/or builders belonging 

to other players.
• There can be any number of road sections between a thief and a builder.
• A builder may be placed on a road, then in a city, and so forth.
• A builder may never be placed into a field.

traders & builders about 15 minutes longer
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Blue has the majority in the field. Since his pig is in that 
field, he scores 4 points per adjacent city instead of 3. 
Blue thus scores 8 points. Since Red does not have the 
majority in that field, she does not score any points (0) and 
her pig provides no advantages.

Points :

Points :

10

10

0

10

10

10

Example in a two-player game: 
Blue scores 20 points and 
Red scores 30 points.

final scoring

The Goods tokens (bonus points)
At the end of the game, the player with the most Wine 
tokens scores 10 points. The same applies for the player 
with the most Wheat tokens and the one with the most 
Fabric tokens. When players are tied for majority for a 
token type, the tied players each score 10 points.

The pig
During final scoring, players score 1 additional point 
for each completed city in a field containing their pig. 
This bonus is only awarded if the player has the most 
farmers in the same field as their pig. Pigs do not 
count as farmers.

  the PiG                      

Placing a pig: A pig may only be placed onto a tile that continues a field where that player has at least one farmer.
• There can be farmers and pigs belonging to other players in the field.

Effect: A pig increases the value of cities when scored with farmers.
•  If the last farmer of the owner of the pig is removed from the field, the pig is immediately removed from the 

field as well. Otherwise, the pig stays in play until the end of the game.
•  During the final scoring, a player scores 4 points per completed city adjacent to the field with the pig, instead 

of 3. The pig grants its bonus only if its owner has the majority in that field.
• Pigs are not taken into consideration when determining majorities.

 3. scoring completed roads, cities and monasteries

  A comPleted city

Completed city with goods
Whenever a city with 1 or more Goods symbol is completed, 
that city is scored normally. The player who placed the last 
tile, and thus completed the city, takes a Goods token of the 
matching Goods symbol for each symbol present in the city 
that he has just completed (that player is, in a way, the city’s 
trader). The player takes the tokens and puts them in front of 
himself. Knights have no impact on the trader 
(whether or not they are of his color) and the tokens 
he acquires.

A player may…
1) Place a thief. 
2) On a later turn, place her builder. 
3a)  Later in the game, she places a tile to complete the road and also places a 

knight onto the city section of that tile. (The road is scored and the thief 
and the builder are returned into the player’s supply).

3b) Place a 2nd tile and place her builder again.
2nd tile

 1) 2) 3a) 3b)

3a) 3b)

•  A builder may be placed onto a road, then into a city, and so forth. However, a builder may never be placed into 
a field.

• Builders are not taken into consideration when determining majorities.

Red places the tile that 
completes the city.
Blue receives 10 points.
Red receives 1 Wine and 
2 Wheat tokens.
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hills & sheep about 10 minutes longer 

Additional components:
• 18 new Land tiles(identified with )  •  8 shepherds (1 of each per color)
•  18 Sheep and Wolf tokens  (4x 1 sheep, 5x 2 sheep, 5x 3 sheep, 2x 4 sheep, 2x wolf)

Rule changes

 set up
Place the Sheep/Wolf tokens facedown and mix them well. Each player adds the shepherd of her color to her supply of followers. 
Add the new Land tiles to the tile supply and shuffle well. Except for the changes described in the following pages, the basic rules 
of Carcassonne remain the same.

 1. Placing land tiles

Some tiles have specific visual features. 

* Idea: Jan König

 hills                Idea: Manfred Keller   

 

Place and occupy: If a player draws a Hill tile (as pictured to the left), she 
immediately draws another tile (without looking at it) and places it underneath the 
Hill tile (as pictured to the right). Then, the player may place a follower onto the tile 
according to the normal rules. The hill is not itself a feature, but affects all features on 
its tile (city, road and field).

Hills during scoring: Any follower placed on a Hill tile breaks ties in favor of its 
owner. That is: when a feature (city, road or field) is scored, and two or more 
players are tied for most followers, a follower that occupies a Hill tile will break 
the tie in favor of the player who owns it. This player alone will score points for 
the feature.
If there is no tie when a feature is scored, the hill offers no other bonus.  
A follower on a hill is returned to a player’s supply after a feature is scored just 
like a normal follower.

A follower occupying a hill is also eligible to break ties during end game scoring 
(for fields and incomplete features).

 2. Placing shepherds

 shePheRds And sheeP  

Placing Shepherds: When a player places a tile featuring a field, she may decide to place a shepherd on that field instead 
of placing a follower. When a player places a shepherd, she must draw a facedown Sheep/Wolf token. If it is a Sheep token, 
it is placed next to her shepherd in the field. However, if it is a wolf: tough luck! The player must retrieve her shepherd 
and return the Wolf token to the supply, mixing it with the other tokens there. A player is allowed to place a shepherd in 
a field that is already occupied by a farmer, but not in a field already occupied by another shepherd, and vice versa.
Tending the flock: Whenever a player places a tile that expands the field occupied by her own shepherd, she must 
choose one of two different actions (after placing a follower, or not, according to the normal rules):

The little houses split 
the road into two  
separate roads.

The fields between these two 
cities are not connected.

Special case: If these two tiles are placed 
like so, the two cities are not connected. 
The top and bottom fields are not con-
nected either.

Special case: If these two tiles are 
placed like so, all shown city segments 
are connected.
(These tiles were intentionally created 
asymmetrical.)

Example: The tile on the right connects 
the two previously separate city segments 
of the tile on the left (resulting in a 2-tile 
city).

Example: The tile on the right  
connects the two previously separate 
field segments of the tile on the left.

The right side of the tile features two separate 
cities. A single tile can be placed to connect 
these two cities.

The right side of the tile features two 
separate fields. A single tile can placed to 
connect these two fields.

Example: Red and Blue each have 
1 knight in the city at the time of its 
completion. The red knight rests on a Hill 
tile. This causes Red to win the tie and she 
alone gains 10 points for the city. Blue 
scores no points. 
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•  Grow the flock (draw another token from the supply) OR
• Gather the flock (score points)

•Grow the flock
The player draws a token from the supply. There are two possibilities:

 
 1.  It is a Sheep token – the flock grows. The player places the Sheep token with the other Sheep token(s) 

next to her placed shepherd.

  2.  It is a Wolf token – the wolf chases the sheep away! The Wolf token and all Sheep tokens next to the player’s 
shepherd are returned to the supply (mix them up again!). The shepherd, with no flock to tend, is returned 
to the player’s supply.

• Gather the flock
The player does not draw a token from the supply, and scores her flock instead. She scores 1 point for each sheep in 
the shepherd’s field (each token depicts 1 to 4 sheep). All Sheep tokens in the same field as the player’s shepherd are 
returned to the supply, where they are mixed with the other tokens. After a hard day’s work, the shepherd is returned 
to the player’s supply.

Several shepherds in one field: Through clever tile placement, fields that were once separate may be joined, 
resulting in a field occupied by two or more shepherds. All sheep present in a field are shared by all shepherds 
present in the same field, regardless of which player added them. When one player decides to gather the flock, all 
shepherds present in the field score full points as described above, before being returned to their player’s supplies.
Likewise, should any player add a wolf to a field, all Sheep tokens in that field are returned to the supply (along with 
the Wolf token), and all shepherds in that field are returned to their player’s supply.
The shepherd is not a follower . A player who wishes to score their shepherd must use the Gather the flock 
action. The shepherd may not influence any other scoring, nor does it count towards other scoring methods.
Important: Shepherds in play at the end of the game score no points.

Example: The red and blue Shepherds share the same field. That field 
is home to 4 Sheep tokens depicting a total of 8 sheep. It is Red’s turn, 
and she chooses to gather the flock. Red and Blue each score 8 points. 
The sheep are returned to the supply, and the shepherds are returned to 
their player’s supply.

Had Red chosen to grow the flock by drawing another token 
from the supply, she may have drawn a Wolf token. In that 
case, Red and Blue would both score no points, and the field 
would be emptied of shepherds, sheep and wolves.

 3. completed roads, cities and monasteries are scored

  A comPleted monAsteRy With vineyARds

A monastery and its vineyards
Placement: A Vineyard tile is placed according to the normal 
rules. When a monastery is completed and scored, it is 
worth an additional 3 points for each vineyard on one of its 
8 surrounding tiles. A single vineyard can add points to 
multiple adjacent monasteries.

At game end, an incomplete monastery does not receive any additional 
points from its neighboring vineyards.

Example: Red occupies a monastery that is now being scored. There are 
2 vineyards on the surrounding tiles. Red gains 9 + 3 + 3 = 15 points. 
Should Blue succeed in completing his monastery later in the game, he 
will also receive 3 additional points for the adjacent vineyard. 

Special rule when using The Princess & The Dragon: When the dragon enters a field tile occupied by a shepherd 
(and her sheep), it eats the shepherd and all of her sheep. The shepherd is returned to the player’s supply and the 
sheep tokens are returned to the supply. This is an exception to the rule that states that the dragon only eats follow-
ers. The sheep simply look so delicious that the dragon gets… a little carried away.
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 Wheel of foRtune tiles       

When a player draws a tile with a Wheel of Fortune symbol, he places it faceup on the table in front of him. He then does 
the following:

1. Moves the pig a number of spaces equal to the number shown on the drawn tile.

2. Performs the associated Wheel of Fortune action where the pig ended its movement.

3. Scores and returns the followers occupying the crown spaces where the pig lands.

4.  Places the Land tile and chooses whether or not to place a follower on the placed tile or the Wheel of Fortune 
(perform a normal turn).

 1. move the PiG                     

The player moves the pig 1, 2 or 3 spaces clockwise around the wheel. The pig is always moved a number of spaces 
equal to the number featured on the drawn tile.

 2. PeRfoRm the Wheel of foRtune Action  

The Wheel of Fortune has 6 spaces. Each space features a different action. Only the space on which the pig ends its move-
ment is activated. The “Fortune” action affects only the player whose turn it is. All other actions affect all players. 

the Wheel of fortune about 20 minutes longer   

Additional components:
• 12 Land tiles (marked with )
• 1 large pig (to be placed and used on the wheel – does not belong to any player)
• 1 Wheel of Fortune board

Rule changes

set up

the Wheel of fortune as a standalone game or as an expansion
To play The Wheel of Fortune as a standalone game, take all Land tiles from the base game (except for the start tile with the 
darker back) and mix them with the 12 Land tiles marked with the Wheel of Fortune  symbol.
To play The Wheel of Fortune as an expansion, mix all tiles being used (except for the start tile 
with the darker back) with the 12 Wheel of Fortune tiles.

the Wheel of fortune board
Place the Wheel of Fortune board in the middle of the table. Place the pig on the “Fortune” space 
of the wheel, pointing his snout in the direction of the arrow. The board serves as a larger starting 
tile and offers new actions to be used during the game. All landscape features on the Wheel of 
Fortune board are used according to the normal rules.

1. Placing land tiles
When a tile with a Wheel of Fortune symbol ( ,  or ) is drawn, a special Wheel of Fortune action is taken before 
proceeding with tile placement (see overview of Wheel of Fortune actions).

2. Placing a follower
If a player does not place a follower on a Land tile during his turn, he may place a 
follower from his supply on the Wheel of Fortune’s vacant crown 
spaces. Each crown space may only be occupied by a single follower.

   FORTUNE TAXES FAMINE STORM INQUISITION PESTILENCE
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The actions in detail:

FORTUNE
The player whose turn  
it is gains 3 points.

TAXES
Each player gains points for each of their knights: 
for each knight, a player gains 1 point for each 
banner in that knight’s city plus 1 point for 
each of his own knights in that city.

FAMINE
Each player gains points for each of their farmers: for each 
farmer, a player gains 1 point for each completed city in that 
farmer’s field. Unlike game end farmer scoring, a player does not 
need to have the most farmers in a field to score these points.

STORM
Each player gains 1 point for each follower remaining in  
his supply.

INQUISITION
Each player gains 2 points for each Monk  
(follower in a monastery).

PESTILENCE
Each player must return 1 follower from a Land tile back to 
their supply. A player may not remove a follower from the 
Wheel in this manner. The player whose turn it is chooses first, 
with the other players following in clockwise order.

 3. scoRe the folloWeRs on the cRoWn sPAces        

Now the followers on the crown spaces in the wheel segment where the pig ended its movement are scored. Followers on 
crown spaces simply passed by the pig are not scored at this time.

 •If one follower is alone in a wheel segment with only one crown space, the player gains 3 points.

 • If one follower is alone in a wheel segment with two crown spaces, the player gains 6 points.

 •  If two followers occupy a wheel segment with two crown spaces, each follower is worth 3 points 
to its owner (even if they both belong to the same player).

After these points have been scored, players return those followers that just scored to the their supply. 
Note: Followers on crown spaces are not worth any points at game end.

 4. comPlete youR tuRn As noRmAl

The player whose turn it is then places the drawn Land tile and may choose to place a follower, as normal. As mentioned, a 
player may choose to instead place a follower on one of the wheel’s vacant crown spaces.

TAXES example
Blue receives for his 

knights:
2 (knights) + 2 

(banners) = 4 points, 
altogether 2 x 4 =  

8 points.
Red receives 1 (knight) 

+ 2 (banners) =  
3 points

For convenient reference 
during play, an overview of 

the Wheel actions can be 
found on the back of this 

rulebook .
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Additional components:
• 12 Land tiles (marked with ) 

Rule changes

 set up
In addition to the base Start tile and the Wheel of Fortune board, the River is another possible way to begin a game of 
Carcassonne.

When using the River expansion, the Start tile of the base game is not needed.

The river source is placed in the middle of the table and the river mouth is set to  
the side. The other River tiles are shuffled and placed in a facedown pile. The players 
take turns drawing River tiles and connecting them to the growing river. Once all 
River tiles have been drawn and placed, the river mouth is placed to complete the 
river. When placing a River tile, a player may choose the orientation, but may not 
choose to place a tile that would cause the river to make a u-turn. Each time a 
player places a River tile, he may choose to place a follower according to the 
normal rules. No follower may be placed directly on the river itself.

the River and the Wheel of fortune

The River and Wheel of Fortune expansions may be used together. In this case, the 
Wheel of Fortune board is first placed in the middle of the table. Then, the river 
source is placed so that the river will flow away from the Wheel of Fortune board. 
Place the River tiles and river mouth according to the normal river expansion 
rules described above. Once the river mouth has been placed, play proceeds ac-
cording to normal Carcassonne rules.

the River (with hills & sheep) about 5 minutes longer   

River source River mouth

The sheep depicted on the river tiles are used with the Hills 
& Sheep expansion (see page 12). When a player performs 
a Gather the flock action, the sheep depicted on the 
fields of these River tiles are to be counted and scored 
along with the Sheep tokens. These depicted sheep are per-
manent and may be scored multiple times during a game.

The vineyards depicted on 
the River tiles are used 
with the Hills & Sheep 
expansion and add to 
monastery scoring accord-
ing to the vineyard rules 
(see page 13).

When playing without the Hills & Sheep expansion, the depicted sheep and vineyards have no function.

Special Land tiles

folloWeRs And otheR fiGuRes

followers: Each of these pieces is a follower. 

special figures are not followers. 

neutral figures and pieces do not belong to any specific player. 

*Pig from Wheel of Fortune
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scoRinG summARy
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Goods tokens
10 points / majority

Most farmers 
3 points / completed city in the field
Most farmers with pig
+1 point / completed city in the field 

City (knight)  2 points / tile
  2 points / banner 
City with cathedral  3 points / tile
  3 points / banner

Monastery (monk) 9 points 

 3 points / vineyard 

Sheep  1 point / sheep when you 
Gather the Flock 
0 points when a wolf is drawn

Wheel of Fortune
• 3/6 points for crown spaces
Points for  Fortune, Taxes, Famine,  

Storm, and Inquisition

Sheep 0 points / sheep

Monastery (monk)  1 point / tile
  (monastery tile and 

each adjacent tile)
 0 points / vineyard

City (knight)  1 point / tile
  1 point / banner 
City with cathedral  0 points / tile
  0 points / banner

Road (thief)  1 point / tile 
Road with inn  2 points / tile

Road (thief)  1 point / tile 
Road with inn  0 points / tile

comPleted during the game incomPlete at the end of the game

PlAyinG the GAme

1a. dRAW A lAnd tile

Tiles with a wheel symbol     are placed in front of a player while the wheel action is performed (Wheel of Fortune).

1b. PlAce A tile

2. PlAce PlAyeR PAWns

 
Normal follower (Basic Game) or  large follower (Inns & Cathedrals)

or

  Builder or pig (Traders & Builders) 

or

 
Shepherd in a field (Hills & Sheep) or 

 
follower on a vacant crown space (Wheel of Fortune)

Shepherd action (When expanding a field occupied by your Shepherd. Also, you draw a token when you place your Sherherd.)

 
Draw a token from the supply or  Gather the flock  (Hills & Sheep)

3. scoRinG

Incom
plete features

Fields
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BB5F1   1x

BB5F7   1x BB5F8   1x BB5F9   1x BB5F10   1x BB5F11   1x BB5F12   1x

BB5F2   1x BB5F3   1x BB5F4   1x BB5F5   1x BB5F6   1x

basic game tiles (72 tiles, including the Start tile)

*s
A   2x B   4x C   1x D   5x E   5x F   2x G   1x

H  3x I   2x J   3x K   3x L   3x M   2x N   3x

O   2x P   3x Q   1x R   3x S   2x T   1x U   8x

V   9x W   4x X   1x
*

*  There can be cosmetic differences on these tiles  
(sheep, houses, etc.). 

s includes the Start tile (darker back)
#  16 of these tiles in this edition are marked with a wheel of fortune 

symbol ( ,  or ).

EH  1x EI   1x EJ   1x EK   2x EL   1x EM   1x EN   1x

EA   1x EB   1x EC   1x ED   1x EE   1x EF   1x EG   1x

EO   1x EP   1x EQ   1x E50   8x   front & back

inns & cathedrals (18 tiles + 8 Point tiles)

#

#

#

#

the River (12 tiles)

*

*
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hills & sheep (18 tiles and 20 Sheep and Wolf tokens)

the Wheel of fortune  (12 tiles [plus all the base game tiles] and the Wheel of Fortune board)

Min1A   1x

SchE   1x SchE   1x

SchE   1x

SchF   1x

SchF   1x

SchF   1x

SchF   1x

SchG   2x

SchG   1x

SchG   1x

SchG   1x

SchH   2x

SchH   1x

BB5RadA   1x

BB5RadE   1x BB5RadF   1x

BB5RadB   1x

BB5RadJ   1xBB5RadI   1x

BB5RadG   1x

BB5RadC   1x

BB5RadJ   1x

BB5RadH   1x

BB5RadD   1x

BB5RadK   1x

SchH   1x

SchH   1x

traders & builders (24 tiles and 20 Goods tokens)

HA   1x HB   1x HC   1x HD   1x HE   1x HF   1x HG   1x HH  1x

HI   1x HJ   1x HK   2x HL   1x HM   1x HN   1x HO   1x HP   1x

HQ   1x HR   1x HS   1x HT   1x HU   1x HV   1x HW   1x HX   1x

H-Wine  9x H-Wheat  6x H-Fabric  5x

1 Sheep  4x 2 Sheep  5x 3 Sheep  6x 4 Sheep  1x Wolf  2x



TAXES

ALL PLAYERS: 
Points for each knight:

1 point for each banner in its city 
plus 1 point for each of your own 

knights in that city.

INQUISITION

ALL PLAYERS:
2 points for each Monk .

STORM

ALL PLAYERS:
1 point per follower  

in your supply.

FAMINE

ALL PLAYERS:
Points for each farmer:

1 point per completed city  
in a field occupied by that farmer  

(no majority required).

PEST

ALL PLAYERS:
Each player must return  

1 follower to their supply  
(not from a crown space).

Wheel of fortune Actions

FORTUNE

PLAYER WHOSE 

TURN IT IS:
3 points

scoRinG summARy
C

om
pl

et
ed

 f
ea
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s
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Goods tokens
10 points / majority

Most farmers 
3 points / completed city in the field
Most farmers with pig
+1 point / completed city in the field 

City (knight)  2 points / tile
  2 points / banner 
City with cathedral  3 points / tile
  3 points / banner

Monastery (monk) 9 points 

 3 points / vineyard 

Sheep  1 point / sheep when you 
Gather the Flock 
0 points when a wolf is drawn

Wheel of Fortune
• 3/6 points for crown spaces
Points for  Fortune, Taxes, Famine,  

Storm, and Inquisition

Sheep 0 points / sheep

Monastery (monk)  1 point / tile
  (monastery tile and 

each adjacent tile)
 0 points / vineyard

City (knight)  1 point / tile
  1 point / banner 
City with cathedral  0 points / tile
  0 points / banner

Road (thief)  1 point / tile 
Road with inn  2 points / tile

Road (thief)  1 point / tile 
Road with inn  0 points / tile

comPleted during the game incomPlete at the end of the game

Incom
plete features

Fields


